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If you’ve got a
horse, you can
do endurance
– Rosemary
Attfield explains
to NagMag
readers how
to get ready
for endurance
riding
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Camargue
Wild White
Horses
Gill Butler tells of
her unique riding
experience courtesy
of Create Away
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Camargue Wild White Horses ❘ By Gill Butler

By Gill Butler ❘ Camargue Wild White Horses

It’s the stuff dreams are made of.
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Charismatic Camargue
❝

My
 first venture on
horseback was at
a local ranch with
the local gardians,
the cowboys of the
Camargue.

❞

I

t is easy to see why people
fall in love with the Camargue
region of France. The climate
for starters is delightful, and then
there is the beautiful scenery, the
beaches, the wild bird life and of
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course the amazing Camargue Wild White horses.
I don’t think I have ever been to a place where all the local
residents I met, whatever walk of life they were in were so content
and happy to be living where they did. Nobody complained about
anything!
My reason for visiting was to enjoy the experiences that Create
Away offer, a company set up by Serge Krouglikoff, husband of
a good friend of mine. He has returned to France, having been a
very successful fashion photographer in the UK for many years. The
company is born out of his desire to offer people with an interest
in photography the chance to learn new skills and put them into
practise with the beautiful wild horses of the Camargue. I am not
sure that when he started the company he had realised that there
would be people like me with a passion for horses who simply
wanted to enjoy a leisure break and indulge themselves in the pure
joy of horses!
I was lucky enough to spend an action packed few days,
courtesy of Create Away and it is a time I won’t forget!
The Camargue region of Provence in the South of France is very
accessible. I flew to Montpellier with a budget airline and daily
flights can be booked at very reasonable prices. Montpellier is often
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referred to as a mini Paris and offers so much and is well worth a
visit (to explore, browse and for the shopping too!)
My accommodation was in the beautiful historic walled town
of Aigues-Mortes at Hotel Les Templiers which was everything you
would want from a typical French bijoux hotel; comfortable, stylish
and with a tranquil courtyard where you can enjoy a drink in the
sunshine or an alfresco breakfast. There are no vehicles allowed
within the town’s walls so it is a pure pleasure to wander around
and enjoy the art galleries, boutiques and the bars & restaurants. I
particularly enjoyed dinner on the first evening at ‘Chez Coco’ which
offers a very reasonably priced two or three course menu. The best
steak and frites I have enjoyed in a long time!
Anyway, on to the riding experiences!
My first venture on horseback was at a local ranch with the local
gardians, the cowboys of the Camargue, where we had to separate
three bulls from the herd and move them to another area. If I am
honest, my heart was in my mouth when I was made aware of the
challenge and came face to face with the herd of black Camargue
bulls, all with long horns! However, this is
where trust in your horse comes in to play.
My horse obviously knew his job and also
enjoyed it, even though he must have done
this many many times. The great thing was
that you were not just a bystander; you
were part of the action. When the mission
was completed I have to say that I was
ready for a glass of something strong in the
ranch house where the gardians all made
us very welcome. Watching them perform
their skills was truly admirable and they are
very accomplished horse people.
The next morning I was treated to a
fantastic beach ride and it was great to
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watch the gardians school their
horses on the sand. It was pure
enjoyment cantering through the
warm sea water and just having
fun in the glorious morning
sunshine.
My final and most favourite
riding experience was moving a
group of young horses from one
side of the salt lake to the other.
A group of eight of us joined
forces to do this and it was pure
heaven to ride along and enjoy
the amazing scenery. For me
though it was watching these
beautiful horses in their natural
environment and witnessing their
characters and feeling that I knew
them, even in a relatively short
period of time . As riders we all know
that horses are great levellers and
it is true amongst the people who
are gardians. The mix of people is
also part of the appeal, but it is not
important who you are, as the love of
horses brings everyone together.
When I look back at the few days
I spent amongst the gardians and
the Camargue horses it made me
realise that we can learn so much
from the horses and the freedom
that their environment offers and I
came away more relaxed than when I
arrived, with the even stronger belief
that horses can teach us so much,
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Valentine’s Fashion
Carved Tree Heart Poster, any names embedded in
this lovely tree poster, with a range of stylish frames to
choose from. From www.gonedigging.co.uk
£9.99 for the poster

Just right for the cold, Dressage Deluxe have
designed this gorgeous down jacket, complete with
blingy emblem. Sizes 8 -14, all good stockists. www.
dressagedeluxe.co.uk

Rrp £199
Sale Price

although we always think it is the
other way round!
Along with a unique riding
experience I also had a very social
time in a fantastic place and even
learnt a few photographic skills along

the way. Mainly how to ensure my camera didn’t fall into the wet
Camargue territory!!
I would highly recommend a visit and Create Away offer so many
other activities, such as cookery, cycling, wine tasting, so even if you are
not a rider, there is plenty for everyone to enjoy!
More information can be found on www.create-away.com NM

Fed up with the usual chocolates
and flowers or champagne? (as if).
How about some alternative
suggestions for Valentine’s Day?
Here are some slightly more original ideas.

The Dala Horse cushions are £20 each, they
are 14” x14”, come complete with a feather
pad and come in a number of different
designs and colours all with the distinct Tilly’s
Whim style. The bunting is £16 for a 3 metre
length. Everything can be found on www.
tillyswhim.co.uk or Tel: 01305 260631

Lorenzo The Flying Frenchman: The Amazing Man and His
Remarkable Horses by Luisina Dessagne and Robin Hasta
Luego – hardcover book available from Amazon. Your partner
will love you forever, after gorging on the most amazing feats
and photographs of this amazing Frenchman.

Gifts from the Heart from Timothy foxx: Tweed
lavender heart for sweet smelling clothes, or
wear your heart on your handbag with this
clip on accessory. From www.timothyfoxx.
co.uk Tel: 01296 423399
Rrp £8.50 Lavender
Rrp £12.99 Handbag Clip
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